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Superior precision
and repeatability
for all measurements

High image capture
rate to deﬁne the
smallest features with
high repeatability

Precision 10x greater
than typical container
design speciﬁcations

Conﬁgurable with
Agr’s Sampling Pressure
Tester 2
DSG0918

DIMENSIONAL
SAMPLING
GAUGE400
All-in-one dimensional and thickness measurement
system for glass containers

The Dimensional Sampling Gauge 400 (DSG400) is a high-precision system that performs a battery
of critical measurements on bottles and similar containers. Designed for hands-oﬀ operation, the
DSG400 provides rapid throughput, oﬀering a means to signiﬁcantly improve the productivity of
your quality management program.
• Meets the most stringent dimensional measurement requirements
of bottle and container manufacturers
• Single user interface for all measurement and testing operations
• Conﬁgurable for automated sampling or stand-alone, on the plant ﬂoor or in the lab

ALL-IN-ONE
TESTING SYSTEM
The DSG400 oﬀers a comprehensive approach to provide production feedback to maximize
throughput and eﬃciently capture measurements of critical container attributes.

POSITIVE HANDLING

The positive handling and placement of containers at each
individual measurement station aﬀords the DSG the dimensional accuracy and repeatability that far exceeds other
automated measurement systems. The DSG utilizes
a three-axis, pick and place robot to select containers
and precisely place them in each station. Throughput of
100+ bottles per hour is facilitated by simultaneous measurement in all stations and a continuous ﬂow of bottles
through the system.
A rotary lift table is incorporated into the system to provide
360° of sample rotation in front of the cameras. This allows
for maximum image capture at any position around the
circumference of the bottle. Vertical positioning is achieved
in the same station, eliminating the need to re-position
cameras during measurement.

ADVANCED OPTICAL DESIGN

The optical measuring station incorporates two industrial
cameras with high pixel density and enhanced telecentric
lighting, optimized for maximum camera sensitivity. This
combination of cameras and lighting accentuates the edge
shadow for the highest dimensional precision and repeatability, provides for more statistically distinct categories,
and lowers the percent of process variation for individual
measurements.
• 360º imaging, with frames captured every 1º,
ensures that the highest amount of images
are available for analysis
• Zero camera movement to maximize accuracy
• Complete, full-bottle capture to facilitate
eﬃcient dimensional processing
• Telecentric optics ensure accurate measurements
• Adjustable container rotation (180° or 360°)
• Easy access for lens cleaning
• Simultaneous optical measurement

ID/BORE MEASUREMENT

FINISH GAUGING

A high-precision, small format
ﬁnish camera, with a narrow,
ﬁnely–focused ﬁeld of view,
provides the detailed imaging
required for precise measurement of critical ﬁnish attributes.
The DSG400 can precisely measure an extensive range of ﬁnish
dimensions, even those that are
not possible or practical by hand.
Jobs can be conﬁgured for single
or multiple combinations of ﬁnish
measurements without sacriﬁcing
throughput. A large library of industry standard ﬁnish measurements
is provided with each system.
• T, E, A, B, F, D, H, L, W, S, K, ID

A high-precision bore gauging system, designed to meet the requirements of the beverage industry,
is incorporated in the DSG400.
The ID/Bore gauge measures the
complete inside ﬁnish proﬁle and
diameter. In addition, the depth
can be programmed for measurement at up to 10 locations or as a
continuous vertical scan.

• Multiple thread starts
• Radius and angle

The primary (body) camera, with
large ﬁeld of view optics, captures
images of the overall bottle and
provides for all body and widemouth jar measurements up to 127
mm. Telecentric optics ensure that
every measurement is accurate and
repeatable regardless of bottle size,
shape or distance from the camera.
Additionally, DSG400 permits the
ﬂexibility of multiple measurements to be programmed at any
location as well as accurate measurement across ﬂats and corners
of rectangular and square containers.
• Diameter/Width - unlimited
measurements anywhere on
the body
• Diameter Min/Max - anywhere

• Knockout and ﬂange detection
and classiﬁcation

• Searchable Min/Max - ability to
determine min and max values
within a deﬁned area or panel

• Intelligent “T” measurement,
accurately measure ﬁnishes with
non-overlapping, partial overlapping and depressed threads
• Lug characteristics including:
lug start, lug diameter and gaps
between lugs

BODY MEASUREMENT

• Out-of-round Max - ability to
compute max out-of-round in
a search window

DIMENSIONAL
MEASUREMENTS

• Label Panel Bulge and Sink multiple routines for determination of min and max and label
clearance
• Height - overall
• Finish Tilt

DIFFICULT
MEASUREMENTS

The DSG400 incorporates a number
of proprietary measurement algorithms that are speciﬁcally created
to accurately measure very challenging or problematic attributes,
without special ﬁxturing or operator intervention. Utilizing metrics
and their relationship with thread
start and mold seam, along with
other techniques, the DSG400 can
identify and accurately measure
these attributes with unmatched
precision. Some examples include
knockout and ﬂange identiﬁcation
and classiﬁcation, multiple thread
starts, diameters of non-continuous
threads, depressed threads, and
D-angle on tamper evidence bands.

• Lean - multiple deﬁnable areas
available (i.e. body, neck and
total bottle)
• Bent Neck

PUSHUP MEASUREMENT
WEIGHT MEASUREMENT

A weight measurement station,
incorporating a high-accuracy scale,
provides container weight information that is correlated with other
data gathered by the system.

The pushup gauge provides bottle
pushup dimensional measurements. This precision measurement device is adjustable to work
with all types of containers.
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THICKNESS
MEASUREMENT
The Thickness 360™ module can be installed with the
DSG400 to provide high-accuracy thickness measurement
simultaneously with dimensional gauging.
The Thickness 360 gauge incorporates a patented, noncontact, vision-guided confocal technology that uses visual
scan data gathered by the DSG’s imaging system to map
and direct the measurement sensor to the contour of the
container. A three-axis ﬂoating gimbal provides “normal
to the surface” positioning of the measurement head to
ensure correct measurement regardless of surface contour. This design facilitates highly accurate and repeatable
measurement of round containers and non-round containers, including diﬃcult-to-measure regions such as tapered
sidewalls, label panels and corner regions.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Located in the main imaging pocket of the DSG400,
Thickness 360 measurements are performed as part of the
dimensional measurement operations. Results are correlated
with dimensional data for the same bottle. Like other measurement operations on the DSG400, all job setup and data
management is handled through the DSG400 user-interface,
providing for seamless operation with consolidated data
reporting.

THICKNESS 360 FEATURES

•

•

Measurement simultaneous with dimensional gauging

•

Single or multiple horizontal scans for measurements
at diﬀerent operator-deﬁned heights

•

Ability to perform a complete circumferential thickness
proﬁle on round or non-round bottles

•

Accurate measurement of non-round container panel
and corner thickness

•

3-axis ﬂoating gimbal to facilitate measurement
of angles, corners and diﬃcult-to-measure regions

•

Vision guidance for optimal sensor positioning to
achieve true measurement
Programmable measurement points

SIMPLE OPERATION,
A WEALTH OF
INFORMATION
AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE CHECK

To ensure the DSG400 is measuring with the highest precision, a built-in challenge target is provided for on-going
veriﬁcation of all measurements. System veriﬁcation can be
performed on demand or scheduled for routine automatic
operation.

EASY JOB CREATION

Measurement routines are pre-programmed to permit an
operator to select a single measurement or combination
of measurements for a particular job. Job setup is straight
forward and intuitive yet provides the versatility to enable
an operator to customize tests for the application at hand.
Some of the many job creation tools include:
• Deﬁnable nominal values, limits and warning borders
for each measurement criteria
•

Symmetrical or individually deﬁned limit and
warning values

•

Ability to set common measurements at multiple
bottle locations

•

Ability to view and test all adjustments in a live mode,
with an actual bottle image to complete the setup process

DESIGNED FOR SIMPLE OPERATION

Once test routines are programmed, test start and job
changes are easily accomplished. The operator simply
selects the job, loads the bottles and initiates the test. When
incorporated in a sampling line, bottles are automatically
selected and loaded. The DSG400 performs all functions
from that point.

INDUSTRY 4.0

Industry 4.0 standard communication protocols,
including CSV outputs, XML and TCP/IP connectivity, as
well as XML tags on all data points, have been incorporated into the DSG400 to fully support data export,
remote job setup/management and communication
with other devices and process management systems.

CONTINUOUS OPERATOR FEEDBACK

The DSG400 provides continuous feedback on tests in
progress. Measured values are color coded to permit
operators to easily identify measurements that fall
outside of acceptable ranges. In addition, the DSG400
oﬀers the following:
• Simultaneous display of measurement results,
live measurement image, job and sample details
• Visualization of test results and min-max graph
• Correlation of data into a single report
• Automatic capture from mold reader (OmniLab®
version)

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS

The DSG400 is also available in versions for small
bottle/pharmaceuticals, multiple line conﬁgurations
and as part of Agr’s OmniLab® system, which provides
dimensional, thickness, volume and pressure measurement in one complete system.
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